With a ceramic plate that absorbs water then evaporates it, and a user friendly design, the JetDry3® really is unique!

Dry your hands in a more comfortable way – just like you wash them – and watch while the water disappears into the unique ceramic plate.

The JetDry3® has built-in anti-bacterial protection on its surface and all ABS components and the HEPA filter eliminates over 99% of any present bacteria.

JetDry3® Eliminates 99% of bacteria

The JetDry3® uses a Lo-Carbon DC motor and has an optional heater mode. The patented three air outlets generate a consistent air speed which dries hands more thoroughly.
Vent-Axia® JetDry3® Hand Dryer
A patented ergonomic hand dryer with a 10 second dry time

Features & Benefits
• 10 Second Dry Time
• Patented 3 air outlets (top, left and right) generates more consistent air speeds and dries hands more thoroughly
• Lo-Carbon motor
• Ceramic plate absorbs water then evaporates it
• Heater Element: On/Off heating options, 300-450W, adjustable

Technical Specifications
- Operation Power : 1200W
- Motor Type: 1HP, 400-750W, 11,000-20,000rpm, adjustable
- Operating Voltage: 220-240V, 50/60Hz, 9.2-10A, 1.0-1.2kW
- Circuit Operation: Infrared Automatic, self-adjusting
- High Brightness LED: Standby: Red; Active: Blue
- Drying Time: Less than 10-15 seconds
- Drip Proof: IP 23
- Isolation: Class 1
- Ceramic plate max. continued usage: 280, drain tray included
- Warm Air Speed Output: 65-100 m/s [140-224 mi/hr] adjustable
- Air performance: 89-124 m³/h [56-76cfm] adjustable
- Net Weight: 10.8 kg [23.8lbs]
- Gross Weight: 12.8kg (28.2lbs)
- Unit Size: 322mm W x 560mm H x 185mm D
- Sensor Range: 12 cm +/- 1 cm (4-23/32")
- Motor Thermal Protection: Auto resetting thermostat turns unit off, 120V at 135°C, 240V at 95°C
- Heater Thermal Protection: Auto resetting thermostat turns unit off a 85°C. Heater Thermal cut off at 142°C
- Sound Pressure: min. 65 dB(A) to 78 dB(A) max. @1m
- Super Filter Assembly: Antibacterial Filter + Carbon Filter + HEPA Filter
- Casing: Plastic mouldings incorporate anti-bacterial additive
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